I make job sites as beautiful as my profit margin. In seasonally driven work, a missed day is a serious hit to my livelihood. That's why I count on my International® DuraStar™ to keep things rolling. Its Diamond Logic® Electrical System is fully programmable, giving added protection to both my crew and equipment. And with twice the frame rail strength and braking surface of the typical pickup, I've got the all durability I need for the toughest tasks. Add to that the support of the nation's largest dealer network, and you can see how job sites aren't the only place I'm seeing green. International DuraStar, Miles Ahead. In productivity and profits.

Learn how DuraStar can drive your bottom line at INTERNATIONALTRUCKS.COM/LANDSCAPE

MILES AHEAD
14 In the Know
Illinois wants green; Livescapes debut; PLANET Student Career Days; Legally Speaking; Problem Solver; Caterpillar donates CAT Chopper; Bartlett Tree in Jamestown

22 Add-on Biz:
Concrete engraving
Landscape pros can beautify and stain existing surfaces for clients who balk at the cost of pavers.
BY DANIEL G. JACOBS

24 Training tomorrow's leaders
Green Industry-school district collaborations around the country prepare students for rewarding careers.
BY STEPHEN P. COHAN
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OPERATIONS • MANAGEMENT • MARKETING

11 On the Record
The Green Industry is growing in importance to society and in terms of revenues and services. We must have the energy of talented young people to continue to make it happen.
BY RON HALL

12 Best Practices
Mine your data to determine whom to target and where to place your emphasis for profitable growth.
BY BRUCE WILSON
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35 Fleet science
Learn how to buy and when to retire mowers so you can make good on your largest capital investment.
BY KAY OHLY

54 Innovations
ASV Scout SC-50 rubber-tracked utility vehicle; Turfco Manufacturing TriWave 60-in. overseeder; Toro Z Master Z500 Series zero turn riders; Honda's HRC Commercial Series mowers
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56 InfoTech
Networking on the 'Net: Anything that makes it easier to set up meetings is a good thing.
BY TYLER WHITAKER

76 Plan now
Turfgrass disease management for commercial and residential lawns
BY HENRY C. WETZEL II

88 Drop by drop
Installing and maintaining drip systems in clients' flowerbeds and hard-to-water areas can be profitable and saves water.
BY JIM PATRICK

92 LM Reports: Mini & compact equipment

98 Get a Grip
It boils down to which trimmer line is easiest to use and does the best job.
BY ALLEN SPENCE

Design/Build

100 Project Portfolio
The existing hardscape and woodwork did not meet the standards of craftsmanship and design the new owners wanted, so the client called in McHale Landscape Design.
BY SUE BROKAW GUARD

102 Landscape of the Month
State Line Project: Passion for customer satisfaction delivers a renovation featuring a year-round outside swimming pool.
BY SUE BROKAW GUARD

106 Collaborative effort
Tossing out the plans and designing a residential water feature as you go can spell disaster — or something incredible.
BY DON DALE
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122 FYI: Ad & Editorial Index

124 Winners: An unusual alliance
Four former competitors pool interests and service strengths to become a market force.
BY RON HALL
America’s answer to pest problems...

Liquid Fence® animal repellents.

From the nation’s number-one selling Deer & Rabbit Repellent to guaranteed effective Mole & Vole and Goose Repellents – Liquid Fence products will do for you what they’ve done for millions of satisfied customers... really work.

The Liquid Fence Company
Call (800) 923-3623  www.liquidfence.com  pro@liquidfence.com

Always read and follow label directions.
Real life classroom
A collaborative effort between two University of Illinois campuses has led to a student-designed plan for a new Discovery Garden and community center in Danville.

Special issue
Landscape Management magazine is collecting information for its exclusive 2007 LM100. This July issue lists the biggest companies in the industry. Copy the link below into your browser and fill out the online form by MAY 11. www.landscapemanagement.net/enterlm100.

Overheard
"As populations continue to grow, our thirst for water will increase even more, stressing existing systems and causing water districts to scramble for new sources."
— Benjamin H. Grumbles, Assistant Administrator, U.S. EPA Office of Water

Contact us
Stay in touch via direct phone numbers and e-mail addresses for our editorial and advertising departments.

Online now
Readers respond
Finding good employees is always one of the top concerns for landscaping and lawn care companies. What's your most successful method of recruiting employees?

Online news and events
Read the latest news headlines before the print issue comes out, and plan your travel with our complete events schedule.

E-newsletters
Sign up to receive Lmdirect! delivered to your inbox. Or link to our affiliated sites for news and e-newsletters on golf course management, landscape design/build, athletic turf maintenance and pest control.

Archives
Browse the two current issues from our home page or search our complete archives for business articles, subject-specific technical articles and product information. Don't miss the archives of special issues like the Business Planner, LM 100 and Outlook.

Overheard
30% H-2B, 10% Online help-wanted ads, 10% Job fairs & career days

Want to weigh in? Our survey question changes every month and we publish the results here. Visit www.landscapemanagement.net to voice your opinion.
Rave reviews. Proven results. Steady profits.

Now that Talpirid has proven its success in the field, it’s time to enhance your business.

"We finally have something we can depend on for mole control that is simple and easy to use making our job easier and our yards better."
- Ryan McGrady, Pro Green Inc.

"Talpirid had provided us with an additional revenue generating service while solving mole problems for our customers."
- Jeff Cooper, Lawn Connection, Inc.

"We did an analysis of cost and Talpirid is extremely profitable to use."
- Bill Johnson, All Green Corp.

This is a great opportunity to generate incremental revenues with an effective and profitable new service. Contact your Bell distributor or representative to best determine how to begin your own success story.

Let The Scoring Begin.
All New Graphic Interface
Plus
Loads of Added Features

GROUNDKEEPER Pro

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Invoicing
Scheduling
Estimating
Routing
T & M
Contracts
Email Invoices
Chemical Application Reports & More

Software doesn't get any easier than this
Get your 800-586-4683 FREE Trial CALL or DOWNLOAD
www.adkad.com/LM.htm

THE BEST JUST KEEPS GETTING BETTER!

The NEW Z-SPRAY JUNIOR-36
- 35 ½” width for gated lawns
- Redesigned spray tank for lower center of gravity
- All the standard features of our current units
- Powered by Kawasaki

The NEW Z-MAX
- 50 gallon Capacity
- Wider wheel base

Check out our full line of Ride-On Spray Systems and Aerators at www.z-spray.com

L.T. RICH PRODUCTS, INC.
www.z-spray.com • 877-482-2040 • sales@z-spray.com
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FREE Trial CALL or DOWNLOAD
www.adkad.com/LM.htm

Circle 1110
The B Series Compact Excavators from Case Construction Equipment deliver the precision, durability and confidence you need to work in tricky areas. Zero tail swing, a center-swing boom and narrower, durable rubber tracks let you focus on the dig when working alongside buildings or near obstacles. High engine and hydraulic horsepower means faster cycle times so you can tear through your toughest jobs. And easy-access panels make maintenance simpler. Visit the professional partners at your local dealer for a demo, purchase or rental options, and details on financing and service plans. See www.caseoffers.com for the latest special offers and promotions from Case.

©2007 CNH America LLC. Case is a registered trademark of CNH America LLC. All rights reserved.

www.casece.com
Liquid Management
Store, Pump, Meter & Dispense Your Products More Efficiently

- Small, medium, large mixing/storage systems
- Pump and meter systems for drums, minibulk containers
- Pre-mix tank systems for filling backpacks, jugs and tanks
- Sizes in 50, 110, 220 Gallon
- Featuring Sotera® 400 series diaphragm pump
- Mix and dispense with the same pump

CHEMICAL CONTAINERS, INC.
Phone: 1-800-346-7867
Address: P.O. Box 1307 Lake Wales, Florida 33859
Email: sales@chemicalcontainers.com

Circle 120

Relax. We're here.

Precision application and constant pressure are the hallmarks of the new D.B. Smith RoundUp Relax backpack sprayer. Quality and comfort are joined to give you hours of stress-free operation. That's why Forestry Suppliers features more than 9,000 top-quality products geared especially to outdoor pros, each backed with the best tech support and customer service, and our 100% Satisfaction Guarantee! Give us a call or log on to www.forestry-suppliers.com to get a free copy of our latest catalog today!

Forestry Suppliers, Inc.
www.forestry-suppliers.com
Catalog Request: 800-360-7788
Sales: 800-647-5368

©2007 Forestry Suppliers, Inc. All rights reserved.

Circle 121
In life it's all about priorities, and ours is to design and develop irrigation solutions that reinforce our commitment to The Intelligent Use of Water,™ like our nozzles that reduce water use by up to 30%. Everything we do revolves around water, so we feel it is our responsibility to extend our commitment beyond products and technologies to include educational and training programs that encourage others to conserve. We want to do even more, and with your help we can. To partner with us, visit www.rainbird.com/IUOW.
Today's improved turf-type tall fescues are naturally darker and finer-leafed with enhanced disease resistance bred into each seed. Landscape managers find tall fescues now have less vertical leaf growth for fewer mowings and less clipping removal, and many newer cultivars contain endophyte for insect resistance.

Don't forget that low maintenance tall fescues have always been drought, wear, shade, and cold tolerant.

To ensure quality and integrity in the seed you buy, make sure it says Origin: Oregon on the seed package analysis tag.